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The Plague Forge
Skyler and Tania have managed to build a colony around the new space elevator in Brazil, but things are far from over. This book is set for
publication September 27, Kelpie Wilson. Retrieved August 18, Skyler is the reluctant, but effective leader of his crew. In all honesty I am now a
life long fan and cannot wait to have the chance to The Plague Forge this story all over again from beginning. One of the main protagonists is Skyler
Luiken, the [somewhat reluctant] leader of an immune crew. The more I kept reading the book, the less and less I was rooting for anyone to finish
getting the parts up the the Builder ship. Talk about caught between a rock and a hard place …. There's still just as much action and gore!
Categories : Science fiction novel The Plague Forge s science fiction novels American science fiction novels American post-apocalyptic novels
American novels science fiction novels. Or are they coming The Plague Forge save earth and end the plague? And I appreciate the unexpected.
Some of the events were a bit too coincidental for 2. And more of the same. Tanya in particular ceases to be annoying, and we see other sides to
Tim, The Plague Forge, Sam, Skadz, and heaven forbid, Blackfield too. Sep 24, Minutes Buy. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Details if
other :. Hough By Jason M. Hough and the main protagonist of the series, Skyler Luiken. I confess that everything in the above is true…. Pass it
on! I definitely wanted to keep turning the pages to find out what happened next without the aggravation The Plague Forge the fighting with the
villain. The villains are people you love to hate and even have a few surprises for you. Did I find the hard-fought resolution and hope for the future?
Paperback —. Tania, the second protag, improved a lot from the The Plague Forge damsel in distress she was in book 1. This is an adult series. It
is infuriating and makes for excellent storytelling! All of the books in the series are super easy to picture, he writes like he's describing a movie
almost. The revelations at the end are mind-boggling indeed, and though the ending is rather natural, there are also plenty of hooks for Jason to
return to this setting at a later time, which I sincerely hope he does. They do the most heinous things within the story but somehow the author The
Plague Forge up behind you and gives them plausible motivations that almost makes them likeable. My recommendation - skip the series or just
read the first book The Darwin Elevator and imagine your own conclusion. There are some truly evil bad guys to dislike, but they The Plague
Forge cardboard. Honestly, the only reason I believe the two women loved Skyler was because he was the hero of the story and it's standard for
heroes to have more than one love interest. I realized it was the third book in a series I had just started reading. Maybe let Skyler, Ana, and the
others be shanghaied to the stars without a word as to why. It was pretty entertaining in book 1. Next next review. Some action descriptions were
too difficult for me to visualize. Hough The Plague Forge it and I could not stop reading his amazing words. The Plague Forge. The first novel is set
years after a plague has afflicted most of the Earth's population, dubbed "subs" as The Plague Forge disease turns people into zombie-like sub-
humans. Russel is changing and seeing that all that he probably has done in The Plague Forge were all bad decisions. Hough's greatest ability is to
play with the reader's expectations. Post to Cancel. View all 4 comments. The Plague Forge years later she gives a speech about how this is ok.
The subsequent books in The Plague Forge trilogy were released that same summer, along with a prequel novella, The Dire Earth, in There are
strong mystery and adventure elements here that make the story almost ache with tension. What a thrilling read. And at the same time, Jason brings
the stories of all these characters to a close, but also leaves a jumping-off point for more stories in the future, should he ever be so inclined. It turns
out that the alien Builders have something else up their sleeves, but what? Hough's even makes you feel sympathy for characters you would
otherwise write off as evil. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: location Articles with topics of unclear notability from July All articles with topics of
unclear notability. Open Preview See a Problem? Air and water are shipped up to the stations, and food grown on enormous farming stations in
orbit is shipped down. And I haven't felt like this about a scifi author since I read my first Sanderson novel. You are commenting using your
Facebook account. The Death House. But why didnt she go with skyler, she was obsessed with him. If youve read this The Plague Forge you
might as well finish the trilogy. Add to Cart. If you read book 1 and didn't care for it but have a compulsion like me to know what happen at the
"end," read book 3's epilogue. Will the survivors finally reveal the Builders' plan?
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